A detail analysis of clastogenic manifestation reveals that sewage environ-
ment does not have an indtictoiy effect on the formation of bridges in the higher
weight group, eventhough, such an effect Is noticed in the lower weight group of
insects. However, appreciable impact of sewage environment on the formation of
fragments is noticed in both the weightgroops of insects bet in the descending order
of magnitude.
Data on chiasma frequency per cell in the control and in the sewage
population are presented in Table 4. The chiasma frequency in both the weight
groups of Insects (13.53 and 14.31) show a significant decrease when compared
to the control (16.13 and 16.58).
The mean chiasma frequency of sewage population taking into account both
weight groups is 13.92 ± 0.38 whereas in the control the observed value is 16.36
± 0.22. The reduction in the chiasma frequency in the sewage population is
statistically significant
Discussion
The increase in the frequency of meiocytes with clastogenic and turbagenic
manifestations and in the percentage occurrence of specific aberrations such as
bridges, fragments and vagrants in the sewage population when compared to the
respective values observed in the control insects clearly indicate the occurence of
mutagcnic agents in the sewage environment of Valankulam. Occurrence of such
aberrations in the control insects collected from the unpolluted environment may
be attributed to spontaneous aberrations. Occurrence of spontaneous aberrations
have been reported in several organisms (Yamaghuchi and Mukai 1974 , Yam-
aghuchi eta! 1976, Abraham 1965, Demerick 1937, Brusick 1980).
The observed decrease in the percentage occurrence of clastogenic and
turbagenic manifestation in the weight group II when compared to the weight
group I in the sewage population reveals that lower weight group of insects are
more susceptable to the action of mutagenic agents than the higher weight group.
Effective functioning of acquired mechanisms which minimize the action of
hazardous anthropogenic agents (mutagens) on the hereditary material and/or the
increased role played by repair mechanisms may be the reasons for the decrease
in the clastogenic and turbagenic manifestations in the higher weight group.
Occurrence of chromosomal aberrations in the insects from unpolluted environ-
ment indicates that agents other than anthropogenic in origin may be responsible
for the same. The increase in the frequency of aberrations in the sewage population
may be the result of direct action of anthropogenic agents on the hereditary
material or decrease in the effectiveness of inherent resistance mechanisms due to
the action of anthropogenic agents thereby exposing the hereditary material to the
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